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Abstract
Knowledge distillation has been known as a useful way for
model compression. It has been recently adopted in the dis-
tributed training domain, such as federated learning, as a
way to transfer knowledge between already pre-trained mod-
els. Knowledge distillation in distributed settings promises
advantages, including significantly reducing the communi-
cation overhead and allowing heterogeneous model archi-
tectures. However, distillation is still not well studied and
understood in such settings, which hinders the possible gains.
We bridge this gap by performing an experimental analysis
of the distillation process in the distributed training setting,
mainly with non-IID data. We highlight some elements that
require special considerations when transferring knowledge
between already pre-trained models: the transfer set, the
temperature, the weight, and the positioning. Appropriately
tuning these hyper-parameters can remarkably boost learn-
ing outcomes. In our experiments, around two-thirds of the
participants require settings other than commonly used de-
fault settings in literature, and appropriate tuning can reach
more than five times improvement on average.
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1 Introduction
Knowledge Distillation (KD) is a technique that was initially
proposed for model compression, where a larger teacher
model is used to train a more compact student model. A
smaller student model learns a high-fidelity representation
of a larger teacher model through the teacher’s output (soft
targets) [4, 10, 23]. The teacher is usually pre-trained while
the student model learns by mimicking the teacher’s soft
targets on the same training set or a separate transfer set.
Besides model compression settings that employ offline

distillation (i.e., from a trained teacher to an untrained stu-
dent), knowledge distillation has been recently employed to
transfer knowledge between already pre-trained models in
distributed training settings [5, 11–13, 16, 17, 22]. These mod-
els might be trained using different data samples, might have
diverse performances resulting from heterogeneity, includ-
ing statistical heterogeneity (i.e., non-IID data distributions),
where participants typically have different distributions and
quantities of local data, and system heterogeneity, where
participants might have different amounts of bandwidth and
computational power. Learning across these systems and un-
balanced datasets under those constraints can be challenging.
We call knowledge distillation between already pre-trained
models “joint distillation.”

Joint distillation can be useful for distributed training and
federated learning (FL) and can deliver great advantages,
including (1) significant communication reduction [12, 16,
21, 22], and (2) model architecture flexibility [5, 11, 13, 17],
as participants can pick the model architecture that suits
their capabilities. The communication reduction acquired
from knowledge distillation can be obtained either by com-
municating the pre-trained models only once instead of com-
municating the models updates at every round [9, 16], or by
communicating the model outputs only, which have negli-
gible size compared to the model updates. This was found
to reduce the communication overheads by up to 99% while
achieving similar model performance relative to a FL bench-
mark, even with non-IID data distributions [12]. However,
joint distillation is still not well studied and understood in
the literature, hindering the possible gains.
We focus on the problem of joint distillation, where pre-

trained models learn directly from each other to produce
models that combine their knowledge. In other words, we as-
sume a peer-to-peer system of collaborating participants. We
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Figure 1. Knowledge distillation pipeline. The hyper-
parameters of interest in this work are the temperature 𝑇 ,
the weight 𝛼 , the transfer set (from which input 𝑥 comes),
and the position (teacher vs. student).

highlight some critical factors that require careful considera-
tion in joint distillation (i.e., the transfer set, the weight, the
temperature, and the positioning) compared with the other
distillation approaches (cf. Figure 1). Our analysis indicates
that appropriately tuning some hyper-parameters in joint
distillation can substantially improve knowledge transfer
outcomes.

We make the following contributions:
• We are the first to analyze and study the impact of dis-
tillation hyper-parameters when transferring knowl-
edge between already pre-trained models, i.e., joint
distillation.

• We identify and highlight different factors (the transfer
set, the temperature, the weight, and the positioning)
that require special consideration in joint distillation,
unlike offline and online distillation.

• We empirically demonstrate that appropriately tun-
ing those hyper-parameters can significantly improve
performance and the amount of knowledge transfer,
compared to commonly used default settings.

We hope that our study can shed some light on the fu-
ture research of distributed training and federated learning
with non-IID data, allowing to exploit the great communica-
tion reduction and model architecture flexibility offered by
knowledge distillation. Indeed, hyper-parameter tuning is a
recurring, hard problem in machine learning applications;
our work contributes a quantification of the extent to which
a range of hyper-parameters affect performance in the joint
distillation setting.

2 Background
Preliminaries. Knowledge distillation was first proposed as
a way to compress a large model, the teacher, into a smaller
model, the student, without a significant drop in performance
[1, 4, 10, 23]. The idea is that the student can learn faster
and more efficiently by mimicking the output of the teacher
model (soft probabilities or soft targets) than just from the
class label. Soft targets are the class probabilities 𝑝𝑖 derived
from applying the softmax operation to the logits 𝑧𝑖 as fol-
lows:

𝑝𝑖 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑧𝑖/𝑇 )∑
𝑗 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑧 𝑗/𝑇 )

(1)
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Figure 2. Distillation approaches.

where T is the “temperature” parameter that is usually set to
1 in the regular softmax, whereas in the distillation setting, it
is used to control the softness of the probability distribution
over classes.
There are several variants of distillation, using different

types of loss functions and different options for what dataset
is used to distill the knowledge to the student model (called
transfer set or proxy dataset). For example, the transfer set
could be a large public unlabeled dataset, a public labeled
dataset, or even the teacher’s original training data. If the
transfer set is labeled, the student can be trained using a
linear combination of two loss functions:

L = (1−𝛼) L𝐶𝐸 (𝑝𝑆 , 𝑦) + 𝛼 L𝐾𝐿 (𝑝𝑆 , 𝑝𝑇 ) (2)

where 𝛼 and (1−𝛼) are the weights assigned to the Kull-
back–Leibler (KL) divergence (i.e., distillation loss) and the
cross entropy (CE) loss, respectively, 𝑦 is the true label hot
encoded, 𝑝𝑆 and 𝑝𝑇 are the class probabilities (soft targets)
predicted by the student model and the teacher model, re-
spectively. Figure 1 illustrates the knowledge distillation
pipeline.
Distillation approaches. The distillation literature has
investigated three learning approaches of knowledge distilla-
tion: offline distillation, online distillation, and self-distillation.
Figure 2 summarizes the distillation approaches. We provide
a brief description below; for details, we refer the reader to
a recent survey [8].
The offline distillation is a traditional way commonly

used for model compression. A pre-trained teacher is used
to train an untrained student using a loss term that encour-
ages the student’s predictions to match the predictions of
the teacher model [10]. Most previous knowledge distillation
works use the offline method [8]. In the online distillation,
both the teacher and the student are untrained, and they
learn collaboratively and teach each other throughout the
training process [1, 27]. In self-distillation, the same net-
works are used for the teacher and the student models, and
the knowledge is transferred in the same model, from the
deeper layers to the shallow layers [26].
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Participant # Local model accuracy
0 18.93%
1 10.00%
2 74.54%
3 19.21%
4 53.79%
5 42.68%
6 18.79%
7 55.90%
8 25.13%
9 69.12%

Table 1. Per-participant accuracy of the pre-trained model.
For reference, a model trained centrally over the entire
dataset achieves 82.68% accuracy.

However, there is another promising approach that is not
yet well studied and investigated in literature; when both the
teacher and the student are already pre-trained on disjoint
subsets of the data, and the goal is to directly transfer the
knowledge from one to another and combine the knowledge
previously learned by both models. We call this approach
“joint distillation.”
Distributed distillation. Joint distillation can deliver promi-
nent advantages, particularly in distributed training and FL
settings.
Participants can do the full local training, then transfer

knowledge to each other. This can enormously reduce the
communication overhead, rather than sending model up-
dates at every round. Moreover, unlike model merging [20]
that requires models to share a common architecture and
initialization, distillation allows model heterogeneity, and
models are no longer restricted to having the same architec-
ture. This is especially important for cross-device FL settings
where devices have various computing and storage capabili-
ties.
Knowledge distillation has recently grabbed increasing

attention in the distributed training and federated learn-
ing community, and some works employed distillation to
transfer knowledge to pre-trained models (e.g., [5, 11, 12, 16,
17, 22]). However, transferring knowledge between already
pre-trained models (i.e., joint distillation) is not well studied
and understood in the literature. Our study found that some
critical elements (i.e., the transfer set, the weight, the tem-
perature, and the position) should be carefully tuned in joint
distillation compared to the other distillation approaches,
and that appropriately tuning these elements can remarkably
affect the learning outcomes.

3 Methodology
Task, datasets and models. For this preliminary study, we
focus on a standard computer vision task: image classifica-
tion. As a dataset, we use CIFAR10 [14], which is commonly
used in the FL literature (e.g., [2, 3, 7, 15, 18, 19]).

Name Symbol Values
Temperature 𝑇 [0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]
Weight 𝛼 [0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9]
Transfer set 𝑆 [Student, Public, Public + Student model]

Table 2. Space of hyper-parameters.

We assume a distributed cross-device training scenario
with 10 participants.

The CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 32x32 color images of 10
classes. There are 50K training images and 10K test images.
We use 10% of the training set as a validation set. The same
testing set is used tomeasure the accuracy of the participants’
models after distillation.

We split the training dataset into partitions so that the data
for each participant is non-IID. To split the training data, we
assign a random number of classes to every participant, then
assign random samples from each class to the participants
that have the class. Different participants may have different
portion sizes of the classes.

To exclude the effects of different model architecture, we
use ResNet-18 for each participant. We plan to revisit this
choice in follow-up work.

For each participant, we pre-train the model over the local
dataset for at most 100 epochs. We employ early stopping
after the validation performance plateaus for 10 epochs. We
use standard settings for hyper-parameters: an Adam opti-
mizer is used with a learning rate of 1𝑒−3, weight decay of
1𝑒−4, and a batch size of 32. These hyper-parameters are kept
constant over all tasks. Table 1 lists the baseline accuracy of
each participant on the testing dataset.
KD setup. The space of experiments for KD is listed in
Table 2. The transfer set may be the student dataset or a
public unlabelled dataset. In the latter case, we also explore
a setting in which we add the student’s pre-trained model
as a teacher for itself.

A KD experiment runs a KD configuration. By configura-
tion, we mean the 5-tuple given by teacher participant, stu-
dent participant, and a valuation of the three hyper-parameters
drawn from the space defined above. Since we exclude self-
transfer, there are 90 possible teacher-student pairs and 3,060
KD configurations.

We consider the configurations with𝑇 = 1,𝛼 = 0.5 as base-
lines since this choice of parameters is the most common one
in the literature [5–7, 13, 16, 21, 22]. By default, we use the
student’s training set as transfer set. To characterize the ef-
fects of each hyper-parameter, we vary the hyper-parameter
of interest and set the others to their baseline values. We also
explore optimizing 𝑇 and 𝛼 sequentially (in both orders), to
gauge the importance of joint optimization.

For simplicity, and in line with our assumption of a peer-
to-peer collaborating system, we consider the setting with a
single student and a single teacher. We leave to future work
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Figure 3. Adding the student as an additional teacher for itself when using an unlabelled transfer set, or using the student
dataset as a transfer set, can remarkably mitigate the student’s forgetting.
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Figure 4. Example soft targets distribution with different 𝑇 .
The input image is from the CIFAR10 training set, and the
ground truth label is 3 (cats).

studying the case of joint distillation with multiple teachers
and a single student.
Metrics. The main metric of interest is the accuracy gain in
percentage points after distillation. That is, we consider the
accuracy at the participant holding the role of student and
we subtract the accuracy of that participant’s pre-trained
model. Note that this difference could be negative in case KD
isn’t beneficial for a particular pair of participants. Another
metric of interest is the forgetting which we measure by
considering the negative values resulting from the difference
between the student models’ per-class accuracy after and
before distillation.

4 Joint Distillation
We highlight the effect of some important factors that can
remarkably affect the performance and should be tuned care-
fully in joint distillation, compared to other distillation ap-
proaches.
Transfer Set. There are several variants of distillation, us-
ing different options for what dataset is used to distill the
knowledge to the student model (called transfer set or proxy
dataset). One common approach is to use a large unlabelled

dataset, as it is far easier to collect than a labeled dataset [3, 5–
7, 12, 18, 21, 22]. However, we find that this approach alone
is sub-optimal for joint distillation. Besides the significant
performance degradation that can happen with the increase
in the distribution variation between the public dataset and
participants’ datasets that are usually non-IID [25], our ex-
periments reveal that using such unlabelled transfer set can
cause the student to significantly or completely forget all the
knowledge it has previously learned, specifically when the
student and the teacher have different class distributions.
To mitigate the forgetting problem, we consider two ap-

proaches:

1. Add a copy of the student model as an additional
teacher to itself when using an unlabelled transfer
set.

2. Use the student dataset as a transfer set with the ad-
dition of the cross-entropy loss (CE) between the stu-
dent’s predictions and the ground truth label.

We observe that these two approaches can reduce forget-
ting and help the student remember the knowledge it was
previously trained for, yet learn new knowledge from the
teacher (even with the second option when the student
dataset doesn’t include any samples of the teacher’s classes).
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the three approaches in

terms of the student’s percentage points forgetting. Each
sub-figure involves knowledge transfers of 90 pairs of par-
ticipants. The unlabelled transfer set used for this experi-
ment contains 10 percent of each of the classes. Although
the size of the unlabelled transfer set is more than most of
the participants’ datasets in the setting and despite the lack
of distribution variation, the forgetting is significant when
using the unlabelled public dataset alone (cf. Figure 3 (a)).
It is worth mentioning that forgetting is sometimes in-

evitable, especially when students and teachers have differ-
ent class distributions. Thus, learning from participants who
were pre-trained with some similarities in their objectives
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maximum gain.
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Figure 6. Occurrence of best choice of 𝑇 for all possible com-
binations of participant pairs.

yields better learning and less forgetting outcomes, which
is related to teacher selection, and we leave for future work.
However, for a given pair of participants, adding a copy of
the student model as an additional teacher for itself when
using an unlabelled transfer set, Figure 3 (b), or using the
student data as a transfer set with the CE loss in addition to
the distillation loss, Figure 3 (c), can remarkably mitigate the
possible forgetting and improve overall accuracy. Also note
that the second approach, Figure 3 (c), is sometimes worse
than the first approach, Figure 3 (b), (e.g, student participant
1 and in some cases student participants 3 and 6), which
usually happens with weak student participants that have a
poor pre-trained model accuracy and limited data. However,
the right positioning of the models (i.e., which model is the
student and which model is the teacher) does mitigate this
issue and improve the overall performance, according to our
experimental analysis. For example, changing the position of
participant 1 from a student to a teacher when paired with
participant 5 reduced the forgetting (of participant 1 classes)
from 88% to only 16%. Similarly, changing the position of
participant 1 from a student to a teacher when paired with
participant 3 reduced the forgetting (of participant 1 classes)
from 87% to only 13%.
Note that both proposed approaches are applicable for

privacy-sensitive settings such as FL, as the participants
never share their private datasets. For the rest of the paper,
we continue our experiments using the student dataset as

a transfer set, because suitable public datasets might not
always be available in real scenarios [1] and require prior
knowledge of participants’ private data and careful consider-
ation (i.e., to avoid the significant performance degradation
caused by distribution variation between the public dataset
participants’ datasets) [18, 25].
Temperature Effect. Recall that in knowledge distillation,
the student learns from the soft-target outputs of the teacher
model (Eq. 1). Temperature 𝑇 is usually set to 1. A higher
value of 𝑇 produces a softer probability distribution, while a
lower temperature creates a sharper probability distribution
over classes [10]. The effect of the different temperature
choices is illustrated in Figure 4.
The scores in the logits can be thought of as an inher-

ent similarity between the corresponding label and the in-
put samples [10]. Thus, it is common to use temperatures
higher than one in offline distillation literature [10], while
in distributed distillation literature, it is common to set the
temperature to 1 [5, 11, 12, 16, 17, 22].
However, note that in the distributed distillation setting

with non-IID data, we might want to learn all or only part of
what the teacher knows. We observe that temperature has
an effect on controlling this. For example, in the case of a
teacher model trained with data that involves most or all of
the classes, the student would want to learn about what it
knows about the other classes by setting a higher temper-
ature. Instead, in the case of a teacher model with limited
knowledge, the student would not want to learn misleading
information, so a lower temperature should be chosen. Thus,
unlike prior work that uses a static temperature, we show
that the choice of the temperature in distributed distillation
should be adapted to the context of the participants in the
knowledge distillation process (in a nutshell, depending how
much they already know).
We now illustrate that setting the right temperature can

boost learning outcomes. Figure 5 shows the accuracy gain
(after KD) of three different participants when learning dif-
ferent teachers (covering all possible teachers). The three
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Figure 7. Setting an appropriate weight is important. The after-distillation accuracy gain for three participants learning from
different teachers with all the weight settings.
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Figure 8. Occurrence of best choice of 𝛼 for all possible com-
binations of participant pairs.

participants are chosen based on the accuracy of the pre-
trained models: one with low accuracy, one with medium
and one with high accuracy. The figure shows a boxplot de-
picting the distribution of accuracy gainwhile experimenting
with all possible choices of 𝑇 . The color of each boxplot bar
illustrates the best choice of 𝑇 (see the legend for the color
scheme). The results clearly demonstrate that the choice of
𝑇 affects the performance of the student model after dis-
tillation in all cases. As expected, there is more room for
accuracy gain with a lower initial accuracy. We note that
the accuracy gain is overall sensitive to𝑇 : a good choice can
bring substantial gains, whereas a poor choice makes KD
undesirable. Notably, this observation holds for all the three
types of student participants (having low, medium or high
initial pre-trained accuracy). In a few cases, the sensitivity is
only modest. This happens when the models have close data
distributions.

We also analyze whether a particular choice of𝑇 is overall
good enough in most cases. Figure 6 quantifies the propor-
tion of cases in which each particular value of 𝑇 is the best
one across all the possible combinations of participant pairs.
The results indicate that about 2/3 of the pairs require 𝑇
other than 1, which comes with significant improvement in
accuracy gain (up to around 32 percentage points). We con-
clude that the choice of 𝑇 should not be static in distributed
joint distillation settings.

Our results further corroborate some previous findings
from the offline distillation literature. Besides the effect of
the participants’ data distributions, prior work found that
different datasets [10] and different model architectures [24]
do affect the temperature choices. Thus, different tempera-
tures might be optimal for different settings, and we need to
find the best temperature for a given setting.
Finally, we posit that grid searching or manually tuning

this hyper-parameter is impractical, particularly in the dis-
tributed training setting, where knowledge transfers may
frequently happen with a wide range of participants. Hence,
automating the process is necessary. Devising automatic
tuning techniques is part of our ongoing work.
Weight Effect. In offline distillation, the student is usually
trained using a linear combination of two losses (i.e., CE loss
and KL diversions loss), as in Eq. 2, where the weight 𝛼 is usu-
ally assigned statically. However, in joint distillation, where
models are already pre-trained, different weights might work
better for different pairs. Our analysis shows that the weight
given to the teacher model (versus the student model when
using the transfer set option 1 or versus the CE loss when
using the transfer set option 2) can significantly impact the
learning outcome.

Similar to the previous experiment with𝑇 , we analyze the
accuracy gain for the same three different participants while
varying 𝛼 . Figure 7 shows the accuracy gain (after KD) across
all possible teachers. Points marked as ★ indicate the best
accuracy gains and are shown color coded with the value of
𝛼 (see the legend for the color scheme). The results clearly
indicate that the choice of 𝛼 affects the performance of the
student model after distillation.
Figure 8 shows the proportion of cases in which each

particular value of 𝛼 is the best one across all the possible
combinations of participant pairs. Similar to the temperature
analysis, the results indicate that 2/3 of the pairs require
weight other than the default 0.5, in order to obtain a signif-
icant improvement. We also conclude that the choice of 𝛼
should not be static in distributed joint distillation.
Dual Tuning (𝑇 and 𝛼). We now analyze the effect of
tuning the temperature and the weight, one after another,
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Figure 9. Accuracy gain with the two different approaches
of dual tuning compared with the baseline (red bar).
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Figure 10. Average accuracy gain (per-transfer) with different
tuning approaches.

to see how they together affect the learning process and to
determine if the order matters and which order may achieve
more gain.

Due to the large number of all possible KD configurations,
we consider two orders for sequential tuning: (1) we first
pick the best 𝛼 for each pair, and then search for the best 𝑇 ;
(2) we first pick the best 𝑇 for each pair and then search for
the best 𝛼 .

Figure 9 presents the results. Each bar in the boxplot rep-
resents the accuracy gain from KD across all the participant
pairs when tuning the 𝛼 first, then the 𝑇 (green bar), and
the other way around (blue bar), compared with the base-
line (red). The two experiments achieve similar results, with
tuning the weight first being slightly better.
Figure 10 shows the average per-transfer accuracy gain

with different tuning approaches. The results demonstrate
a significant improvement (more than 5 times better) com-
pared to the baseline (𝑇=1 and 𝛼=0.5). Besides, it indicates
that the sequential dual tuning outperforms the single pa-
rameter tuning by around 2 percentage points per transfer,
on average. Considering the whole search space of the two-
parameter combinations instead of the sequential tuning
could possibly provide further improvement, which merits
further investigation.
Position Effect. Another factor that can deliver further im-
provement is to appropriately set the position of participants
(i.e., to be a student or teacher). Unlike the other distillation
approaches where the student position is obvious (i.e., the
untrained model in the offline distillation), in joint distilla-
tion models are already pre-trained, and we need to set the

As student As teacher
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1 - -
2 42.65 67.16
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9 41.25 62.71
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7 10.57 10.50
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Figure 11. Setting the right position is important. The ac-
curacy gain (ppt) of the participants at the top when being
students versus when being teachers. The green-shaded cells
represent the best positions.

right position for each model. Our analysis finds that the po-
sition can notably affect the learning process. If participant 𝑘
wants to learn from participant 𝑗 , it is not always optimal to
set it as a student; it might be better as a teacher: participant
𝑘 teaches participant 𝑗 and adopts the resulting model.

Figure 11 shows examples of three participants learning
from or teaching some other participants. The tables com-
pare the accuracy gain in percentage points after tuning 𝑇
and 𝛼 when the participant listed at the top is a student ver-
sus when it is a teacher, paired with each of the rest of the
participants. Clearly, the choice of position should depend
on the characteristics of the pair participating in KD. The re-
sults also indicate that setting the right position remarkably
affects the learning outcomes (up to around 25 percentage
points).

5 Conclusion
Unlike offline and online distillation, employing knowledge
distillation to transfer knowledge between already pre-trained
models (i.e., joint distillation) requires careful consideration.
Joint distillation can offer great communication reduction
and model architecture flexibility in distributed training and
FL settings, and we found that appropriately tuning some
hyper-parameters can significantly improve learning out-
comes and maximize the accuracy gain.
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